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                                                 2C-T-2
                                                    (to 499)

 +    10mg [5+5] 10:50AM=[0:00] ATS 8/20/81 5mg@[0:00] - n.e. +5mg [1:00] [1:10]
      aware? definitely aware [2:50] could well be into a +, basically very
      favorable - I would like to see this develop. [3:00] very much + [4] wild
      org. [5] back to threshold [6] substantially clear. This compound has
      promise. Someday the S-isopropyl? Next dose 15mg? Certainly +

 ++   15mg ATS 9/2/81 10:10AM=[0:00] [:20] aware [0:40] to + [1:00] pushing ++
      [1:30] full ++ discussion [with] C. Radinger very difficult - down to buy
      lunch - flight of interpretations - hints of 2C-E - elevator concept - follow
      route by memory - all behavior patterns are based on what one knows he would
      (soberly) do under the circumstances, and imitating! [3:00] to NMR - still ++
      some crawling in visual field [4:00] - slightly off ++, maybe not [5:00]
      definitely off of max - can hold conversation more easily, without the strain
      of noon-time. [6:00] to a +, very nice + [7:00] DW's office - below +
      [8:00] ± at best.

 +++  18mg ATS, AP ≡ 10/24/81 4:50PM=[0:00] trace aware [0:20] and definitely
      building at [0:40] [0:50] to +; [1:00] at 1.5+ [1:15] >++ [2:00] full +++,
      viewing of ?????, modest imagery, some fantasy - able to address personal
      problems well. Hand-writing shot - bedroom & low light -> easy mind wandering
      & involvement. V.erotic time passes slowly - overestimate. [3:20] play
      second-hand games to slow clock. Pulse (both) steady at 92. Very +++. [6:00]
      to kitchen, peanut butter & muffin. Probably still nearly ++. [7:00] retire.
      [8:00] to easy sleep. [9:00] AP up and writing; still off baseline. AM, much
      energy - no price to pay. Good, even excellent +++ but with hints of dark
      corners. The group at ~15mg?. Guess use 2/3 dose of 2C-B.

 ++.5 16mg (12/5/81) - the group AP ≡, AB ≡. TS 15, FB 14, MP 14. NT, CT 13. PB 12.
      12N=[0:00] This at Spruce St. Cold, foggy day, ~65 inside. alerts all at
      20-35min. Development to top at ~[2:00]. slow, generally quiet. NT noisy,
      quite intense, +++ [with] excessive visuals. MP extraordinary experience
      [with] hilarity. FB profound, under line from [2-> ~4 or 5] - then extremely
      good, ATS, AP ~++.5; AB [with] visuals (finally) and color, AB quite
      intoxicated. Drop off starts ~[4-6] - v.slow for most, more rapid ATS,
      everyone [with] ravenous appetite - mostly all at + or less by [10] -
      generally good sleep -  AM comfortable [with] irritability AP and CT
      Questionnaires finally. All willing to repeat, NT lower dose (perhaps 11mg).
      Active range 12-16mg; with good confidence.


